
ONENESS 102: 11 – Restore your Sanity 
 

Where do you go to be still and to know God, to be strong and stable and steadfast, to restore 

your sanity? Where is your sane asylum?  
 

Visualize this I Am mental sanitarium descending over you in the shape and color of a lemon-

yellow 12-foot cube. Do not create this in your mortal mind. Rather, call it forth and wait upon 

Spirit and the agents of Spirit to lower and place it around you. See it and let it come into being. 
 

The lemon-yellow cube is the color of the power of strength, stability and 

steadfastness. This Christ faculty or mind power externalizes via your spinal 

cord and nerves, which receive and transmit the sane, holy thoughts of your I 

Am Self and communicate them to the rest of your body. (I could not find a 

good picture of a yellow cube, so instead placed a yellow square to the right. 

Moreover, the yellow is only a starting point for your color visualization.)  
 

Be still and know that the 12-foot lemon-yellow cube already is above you in the heavens. Your 

guardian angel has created it as a Christ thought form. Become one especially with Lord Jophiel 

(also spelled Hophiel) as the chief architect of this cube, for he is the Archangel of the Second 

Ray of Understanding and Wisdom, whose color is yellow. Cosmic knowledge is strength. 
 

Unite mentally also with Kut Humi, who is the Chohan of the Second Ray, and whose 

expressions as Babaji and Lao-Tzu in the East, and Aristotle, Leonardo da Vinci, St. Francis, 

Shakespeare and John the Beloved in the West epitomize strength, wisdom and knowledge. 
 

As a feminine representative of strength and stability, meld your mind with that of Sol-O-Man, 

who was Mary and King Solomon who built the temple. This temple symbolically is your light 

body. With her feminine strength and stability, she now helps to lower the cube over and around 

you, within which you find asylum from the insanity of earthly, mortal consciousness. 
 

Down it comes, slowly, steadily and safely. The lemon-yellow 12-foot cube descends until its 

bottom face rests solidly on the ground. You are now within it, in the center of it. Your spine is in 

the very middle of it. In fact, when the cube came over you, your spine was its central grounding 

point, its central pathway, the very spine of your Christ Cube of I Am strength. 
 

I can hear you sighing right now, saying: Oh my God, how good it is to be home in this sane 

asylum, to be centered in my spiritual knowingness, to feel strong, steady and stable. Thank 

You, Father-Mother Creator. Thank you Lord Hophiel, Kut Humi, Sol-O-Man and space brothers 

and sisters who have assisted in anchoring this new mental heaven on a formerly crazy earth. 
 

Be in the yellow cube. Be of the yellow cube. Be lemon yellow in multiple shades, hues and 

intensities. Let your mind clear of its fears, anxieties, worries, wonderings and mad attempts to 

make sense of mortal life on earth. Realize that you already are strong, steady and stable in I 

Am consciousness. You don’t create this state but rather you meld with it. 
 

I Am sane. I Am strong. I Am a stable and steadfast tree of life. Cosmic knowledge suffuses my 

mind and restores my Christ sanity. So be it. So it is. 


